SUPERFRAU

DANCE PERFORMANCE FOR NON CONVENTIONAL VENUES

ACTION
Three “Fembots” walk amidst the humans, occupying the
public space and showing their skills; trying to seduce a
potential new owner, wishing to be purchased.
The street becomes a showcase to expose their bodies to
be observed, judged and desired.
In a neoliberal world where anything can be sold and
bought, how does the existence of sexual robots affect the
behaviour and sentimental relationships between humans?

DURATION
10/15 minutes of intervention
in the public space
15 minutes of choreography

CRÉDITS
PERFORMERS AND CREATORS
Catalina Carrasco
Mariona Jaume
Elena Susilla

ARTISTIC DIRECTION & CONCEPT
Catalina Carrasco

Assistant

Elena Susilla

Soundtrack

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
SOUND SYSTEM WITH 2 SPEAKERS
SOUND TABLE WITH 4 CHANNELS
TABLE AND CHAIR FOR THE TECHNICIAN
ADDITIONAL LIGHT IF PERFORMED BY NIGHT

Kiko Barrenengoa

LINKS TO VIDEOS
CLIP:
HTTPS://VIMEO.COM/VIDEOBAAL/SUPERFRAUCLIP
INTERVENTION IN THE PUBLIC SPACE:
HTTPS://VIMEO.COM/VIDEOBAAL/INTERVENTIONSUPERFRAU
FULL VIDEO: HTTPS://VIMEO.COM/VIDEOBAAL/SUPERFRAU
PASSWORD: 1976

BAAL
CATALINA CARRASCO
Catalina is the artistic motor of BAAL: Her restlessness, her non-conformism and her panic to
boredom are her fuel. She graduated in Contemporary Dance at Miguel Hernández University. She
has been trained in different countries and disciplines, from classic to the most contemporary,
passing through Butoh and theatre. She took classes even in Nepal because of her curiosity about
learning new ways of moving. Whilst finishing her studies, she started dancing in TV shows and
Cabaret and became a member of a professional dance company in Madrid. Later on, she has
worked in companies in Barcelona, Majorca, Santiago de Chile, Berlin and Cologne.
Catalina has been awarded in several contests (Salt, Encuentros Navarra, Burgos / New York). In
2013 she founded BAAL together with Gaspar Morey.
BAAL's language does possibly fit best into the category of dance-theatre. Their topics of interest
are gender, territory, social/personal relationships, childhood; always from a feminist perspective.
Their first piece “Travelling to nowhere” won the CENIT award. This, eased their early steps and
helped Baal to gain international presence.
Baal has toured several times in the national network of alternative theatres, it has been in the
AECID catolgue and several other circuits, such as Danza a Escena, Teatralia, AGADIC, Circuito de
Castilla la Mancha o PLATEA.
Later productions are CROTCH, Miramiró or GINOIDE. Catalina's most recent creation, this time
produced by the "Teatre Principal de Palma" has been “Baalconing”.
Baal has toured around Spain, in Germany, France, Greece, Mexico, Korea, Turkey, Italy, Sweden,
Finland and Panama.
Among many others, Baal has played in following festivals and venues: Si-Dance Korea,
Sommerblut in Germany, Bailar a Pantalla in Mexiko, Prisma in Panama & nationally at El Mercat de
les Flors in Barcelona, Conde Duque in Madrid or LAVA de Valladolid.

ELENA SUSILLA
Actual residence, Palma de Mallorca.
She started her classical dance education in 1997. Later on, she continued in contemporary dance
with Mercedes del Castillo, participating as a dancer in her pieces. She continues her dance
training and education in Madrid, as a freelance, learning different techniques of modern and
contemporary dance.
In 2014 she enters the “Modem atelier” from the Zappala danza company in Sicily, Italy.
In 2015 she becomes a dancer of the Laboratorio 180. At the same time, she collaborates with the
choreographer Natalia Fernandes.
She has worked for Babirusa Danza in their production “No tittleyet… y si fuéramos tragados por
un animal?”; for Tejido conectivo (Miguel Angel Punzano) in his production “Tábula rasa” and in
“Las cosas se mueven pero no dicen nada” from PolianaLima.
She makes her way as creator and founds KameleoiDanza together with Saray Garzia Hazas with
their first project “Tócamelas otra vez…¡Luis!”, premiered in 2018 and shown at the contemporary
dance festival LaRed.
In 2020 she becomes part of the ensemble as well as a choreographic assistant of the production
“BAALCONING” under the artistic direction of Catalina Carrasco.
Also in 2020, she becomes part of the production “nOu” from Cia Maríantonia Oliver, with whom
she also collaborates in other projects.

MARIONA JAUME
Born in Mallorca in 1998, Mariona Jaume starts dancing classical at the “Conservatori Professional de
Música i Dansa de Mallorca”. Later on she moves to Madrid to continue with her dance and performing
education at the “Conservatorio Superior de Danza María de Ávila”.
She is about to finish a Master's in cultural management at the Universitat Oberta de Catalunya.
As a dancer she had the opportunity to work and share creative processes with Poliana Lima, TangenBenzal, Lucía Marote, Xián Martínez or Catalina Carrasco.
Nowadays she dances with/for Pioneras/Aitzindariak (Xián Martínez), Baalconing (Catalina Carrasco /
Teatre Principal de Palma), Fetiche (Sergio R. Suárez) and is a creator and performer at Intacta. At the
same time, she researches diverse theoretical and practical aspects of dance.
Regarding the cultural management, she's working with ELAMOR (dance company and creative
producer) and with ENEUS (Social territory: social association with educational, artistical and creative
projects).
About 4 years ago, her interest in arts (having the body as an instrument) is leaning towards a more
social, collective and inclusive place. At the same time, her interest for creation and for a good (and
necessary) cultural management keeps growing.

CONTACT:
catalina@baaldansa.com
+34 645892046 / 678779398
www.baaldansa.com

